Kravet Introductions at High Point Spring Market 2022
April 2022 – Kravet Inc. brings its latest furniture and fabric introductions to the High Point Spring
2022 market. Exciting introductions include: a new showroom at 200 Steele designed to mirror the
layout of a home, a new outdoor lifestyle collection Kravet Soleil, a fully exclusive collection of
wellness technology fabric from Crypton Home, as well as new Kravet Couture Modern Luxe III
fabric, and a selection of indoor and outdoor decor from CuratedKravet.
Explore all new introductions from Kravet Furniture in detail below:
The Kravet House
Kravet Inc. is debuting its brand new roughly 3,000 square foot showroom, built to mirror a
real home. Step inside the Kravet House and shop by room from all of Kravet’s latest
offerings, including furniture for the Living Room, Dining Room, Bedroom, Great Room, Office
and the newest room of the house: Outdoor. Intended to feel like a visit to our home, Kravet is
excited to highlight its breadth of product across all categories to furnish nearly an entire
home. The Kravet House even boasts an expansive outdoor patio, the new exterior room of
the house, stretching nearly 2,700 square feet.
Kravet Soleil
Kravet is bringing high-quality comfort outdoors with The Kravet Soleil Indoor/Outdoor
Collection, created with luxury in mind as an extension of the home. Featuring classic styles
and options for embellishments, this first fully upholstered collection of outdoor furniture,
carpet and decor provide the foundation for an outdoor oasis. The furniture collection
includes a variety of seating options to outfit any outdoor space, including sofas, swivel
chairs, sectionals, chaise lounges and ottomans. Created with conversation in mind, the
pieces in this collection are intended to build an engaging gathering area that offers the
same comfort of a living room. Designers can add their own touch with custom nail designs,
offered in nickel or brass outdoor suitable metal. Also included are KravetSoleil outdoor rugs,
handwoven for soft comfort and suitable for active lifestyles, such as children, pets and
natural elements. The rugs are made with PET yarns, sourced from recycled water bottles,
providing strength and durability while maintaining softness and sophistication.
CuratedKravet
CuratedKravet is launching a vast offering of outdoor decor, including statement-making
accent tables and accessories, as well as outdoor throw blankets and pillows for the perfect
finishing touch for your outdoor sanctuary. CuratedKravet is also debuting a large
assortment of table top sculptures and objects, new accent tables and 100% lightweight
linen throw blankets offered in a variety of colors. Customer favorites, such as the popular
custom lampshade program, will be on display, as well as new decorative accessories, table
lamps, in-stock pillows and more.
Fabric - Modern Luxe III and Celliant
Kravet Couture is introducing a new collection of luxury fabric, Modern Luxe III, upholstered
on furniture in the High Point showroom. True to Kravet Couture’s signature approach to
design, Modern Luxe III showcases intricate details and the soft hand of high-end fabrics,
such as densely embroidered fabrics, plush upholstery staples, unique multicolor and

embroidered velvets, and a plethora of drapery and multipurpose fabrics embellished with a
dusting of metallic.
Kravet is also debuting a new state of the art performance fabric, Wellness Textures by
Crypton Home Celliant, engineered to reflect a person’s natural body heat back as infrared
energy. Celliant has been clinically tested and proven to increase cellular oxygenation for
improved energy, stronger performance, quicker recovery and overall enhanced wellbeing.
Each yard is protected by Crypton’s permanent stain, moisture and odor-resistant technology.
Celliant is a proprietary, patented technology – a blend of natural, thermo-reactive, ethically
sourced minerals that give the textiles the ability to capture and convert body heat into
infrared energy - and it is available exclusively at Kravet.
To browse Kravet’s High Point introductions, visit 200 Steele, Suite #117. For accessories from
CuratedKravet.com, stop by the Suites at Market Square, booth G-1002.
For more information and to request high-res imagery, contact Alana Moskowitz at
Alana.Moskowitz@Kravet.com or 212-655-7259.

